
80V ELECTRIC 
PNEUMATIC 

POWERHOUSE 
PERFORMANCE 

ToyotaForklift.com

► Low Energy Consumption 
► 4,000-17,500 lb. Capacity 
► System of Active Stability (SAS)TM

► High Travel Speeds 
► Tight Maneuverability 
► Electric Benefits, IC Performance

CLASS

1 ELECTRIC MOTOR RIDERS

8FBM20-50T  |  8FBMK25-30T  |  9FBM60-80T
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POWERFUL, 
PRODUCTIVE, & 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

TOYOTA’S 80V ELECTRIC PNEUMATIC FORKLIFT line is in a class  
all its own. These electric powerhouses combine the power, durability, 
and reliability of internal combustion trucks with the economics and 
speed of electric forklifts. With a capacity ranging from 4,000-17,500 lbs.,  
these machines are ready to tackle any challenge, whether you’re operating 
indoors or outdoors. 

Designed with the operator in mind, the operator compartment of the 
80V Electric Pneumatic comes equipped with features to help them do 
their job quickly and efficiently. Overall noise and vibration levels are also 
much lower, resulting in stress and fatigue reduction. The full floating 
cabin and full-suspension seat significantly reduces shock and vibration 
for productive and comfortable operation.

This versatile lift delivers top travel speeds courtesy of the powerfully 
efficient AC Drive Motor, which provides longer runtimes aided by 
regenerative braking, giving you the power to get more done quickly. 
When you need raw power to tackle outdoor challenges and efficient, 
environmentally friendly operation, look no further than Toyota’s 80V 
Electric Pneumatic Forklift.

17,500 LB.

CAPACITY

UP TO
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80V ELECTRIC PNEUMATIC  
ADVANTAGES

►  SYSTEM OF ACTIVE STABILITY (SAS)™ automatically 
detects potentially unsafe conditions and engages 
additional features to assist in increased operator 
protection and reduced product and forklift damage

►  OVERHEAD GUARD provides excellent visibility  
with standard configuration and optional cab 

►  MINI-LEVER CONTROLS AND ARMREST for  
a more ergonomic operation to lessen fatigue and 
increase productivity

►  POWERFUL LED lights allow operators to work  
in dimly lit areas efficiently and provide lower energy 
consumption

►  OPTIONAL STEEL CABIN WITH WINDSHIELDS  
AND WIPERS helps protect operators from outside 
elements such as cold weather, wind, and dust
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►  FULL FLOATING CABIN with full-suspension seat offers 
smooth, comfortable operation while minimizing vibrations 

►  COCKPIT STYLE OPERATOR’S COMPARTMENT 
features a low height dashboard and tilt & telescoping 
steering column with electric power steering for excellent 
visibility, legroom, and comfort

►  AUTOMATIC PARKING BRAKE automatically engages 
when the forklift comes to a complete stop

►  REAR ASSIST GRIP increases operator comfortability 
and productivity when driving in reverse 

►  MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY with programmable 
performance and power select function for customization 
based on application and driver preference

►  LIFT/LOWER SPEED CONTROL automatically slows 
mast as it comes into free lift and dramatically slows forks 
near the ground to reduce damage and wear
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THE POWER TO 
CHARGE AHEAD 
AT TOYOTA, we understand that you need a forklift that 
delivers the power and durability to get the job done. Our 80V 
Electric Pneumatic Forklift is a beast and designed to tackle 
all of your material handling needs. Whether you’re working 
indoors or outside, our electric forklifts offer the same 
amount of power and durability your operation demands. 
Rugged enough to perform similar to internal combustion 
counterparts while running off a battery, Toyota’s 80V 
Electric Pneumatic Forklift maintains clean air and low 
maintenance but supports traditional IC applications.

FORCE-COOLED, LOW-
MAINTENANCE WET DISC BRAKES 
You expect your forklift to support your high-capacity 
operation. That’s why Toyota’s 80V Electric Pneumatic 
Forklifts come equipped with wet disc brakes. Covered 
in radiator hydraulic fluid to remain cool and coated when 
brake fluid is depleted, our wet disc brakes result in smooth, 
quiet operation even in the harshest environments. 

Additionally, the advanced technology provided by the 
unique System of Active Stability (SAS)TM helps to control 
forklift stability when loading, driving, and lifting.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY  
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
Knowledge and information power your productivity. 
Toyota’s 80V Electric Pneumatic Forklifts come equipped 
with a multifunction display that provides key information 
such as an operating time display and battery capacity 
warning. Standard speed control and performance modes 
allow selection of power consumption, acceleration, and 
regenerative braking force, allowing tuning to maximize 
truck performance to your operation while balancing 
performance and operating time, leading to improved 
efficiency. Built-in diagnostics with error code displays  
allow troubleshooting through the display to quickly 
diagnose any issues and increase uptime.

AN INVESTMENT THAT  
PAYS YOU BACK
Some competitors are content to design and build a forklift 
with systems bought off the shelf. Toyota demands better 
for its customers. It’s a forklift with better components 
and meticulously planned integrated systems that work 
together to deliver intuitive, dependable performance day 
after day. Toyota Forklifts don’t often require service. But 
when they do, it’s fast and easy — by design. And legendary 
Toyota quality means more productivity over the lifecycle of 
your forklift, along with lower repair costs. Higher residual 
value is another bonus.
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PARTNER WITH TOYOTA, AND LET US HELP 
DEVELOP THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOU. 

With access to the world’s industry-leading 
lineup of material handling products, Toyota 
dealers are uniquely positioned to help you  
solve your wide-ranging challenges. Built for 
every application, Toyota can provide the most 
complete set of solutions for material handling, 
automation, energy, advanced logistics, and 
warehouse optimization.

Toyota is here to help optimize your business 
for maximum efficiency. Utilizing Toyota Lean 
Management principles, Toyota dealers can 
provide insights and develop appropriate plans 
to tackle your specific operational needs. This 
unique approach to optimization and elimination 
of waste can provide you with significant 
competitive advantages and a sustainable  
lean culture for lasting process improvement.

Visit us at: ToyotaForklift.com for more information.

WORLD-CLASS
MATERIAL 
HANDLING  
SOLUTIONS

80VELECTRICPNEUMATICBROCH
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